Instructions

Programming of Centigrade and Fahrenheit Temperature Scale Readout

for Champ 10 LCD, 10S LCD, PUR LCD, PUR-S LCD

How to enable the programming mode:

1. Unplug device from power supply.
2. Push all three buttons the same time.
3. Supply power to the device.
4. Programming mode is enabled if the display shows °C or °F.

Altering display of °F to °C and back

- By pushing the up/down button , you can shift between °C and °F.
- Push the On/Off button to confirm.

Altering the maximum heating temperature

- By pushing the up/down button , you can increase/decrease the maximum temperature.
- Push the On/Off button to confirm.

Notes for Temperature setting:

- CAUTION! If the maximum temperature is increased above the Glue Machinery Corporation recommended range, the functionality of the device is affected.
- Glue Machinery Corporation explicitly advises against increasing the maximum temperature of a standard device over 410° F/210°C.
- Only high-temperature devices (HT-Devices) are suited for temperatures above 410°F/210°C.